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Thursday 10 June 2021
Mark your calendar and register now: Registration form Diver Conference

Keynote by Fred Powers and Stan Zanarotti
14:00
CEST

What's new in Diver Platform and what is in the works for future developments?

14:45
CEST

Data Lessons Learned from the COVID19 Pandemic

Diver ‘Control Tower’ gives DSV’s
customers insight into their operations

Diver tips & tricks:
front-end

Seattle based EvergreenHealth was the first
health system in the United States to be
severely impacted by the COVID-19 crisis in
February 2020 following an outbreak at a
nearby nursing home. While there was no
playbook available on how to manage the
COVID-19 pandemic, leadership understood
that data was critical to the hospital’s
response.

Many companies outsource their logistics
operations to the global transport and logistics
company DSV. Part of DSV’s service to their
customers is offering an operational dashboard
which acts like a ‘control tower’, providing an
overview of processes and monitoring key
performance indicators. In this session we will
put the spotlight on DSV’s dashboards and
explain the use cases.

In this session we will
demonstrate examples of
new functionality in
DivePort. Combined
functionality gives flexible
charts, user adapted
reports, adjustable stamps
and more.

15:10
CEST

How the Diver platform allows
multiple organizations to co-operate
to improve youth health outcomes

How to avoid
teddy bear metrics?

The keynote sessions at the Diver Conference will feature the 2 co-founders of Dimensional Insight, Fred Powers
and Stan Zanarotti. Fred and Stan will provide our users with a look at our newest technology and where
Dimensional Insight is heading in terms of technology advances.

Healthcare track

Learn how Dimensional Insight in the
Netherlands supports youth healthcare with
operational performance reporting and a
workflow solution that helps youth healthcare
providers to collaborate, track children and
provide transparency for local authorities.

Logistics & Finance track

Teddy bear metrics give you a warm fuzzy
feeling, but don't really help your organisation at
all. Learn how to avoid them in an inspirational
presentation by Shaun Foaden.

SHORT BREAK
Diver application cuts 95% off manual
processing time

15:45
CEST

Process Improvements in the Irish
Health Service
In this presentation Steve Gillman from
Manitex will cover 3 different areas where
Diver has contributed to continual
performance improvement in the Irish health
services - Acute Teaching Hospitals,
Endoscopy Medicine and Community Mental
Health Services.

Learn how the Irish oil distribution company,
Corrib Oil, uses Diver’s input; production;
administrator and web reporting tools to create
an end-to-end application which reduces their
previous data processing time by 95%.

16.05
CEST

Using Diver for Orthopedics and
Standardized Care Processes

Data-driven Credit Management:
integrate external data for assessing
credit risk in Diver

In this case study from Healthcare Region
Jönköpings län in Sweden, Anna Forsberg
(controller) will talk about ”State of health”
dashboard for clinics, starting with
orthopedics. Johan Assarsson (investigator)
will talk about how to adapt to National
Standardized Care Processes and be flexible at
the same time.

Diver Expert track

Data analytics is one of the disruptive ways
through which organizations can effectively
monitor credit risks and minimize exposure to
risk. In this case study, Gunnar Haugen from BI
Partner in Norway and Ronni Pedersen from IT
Vision in Denmark will show how to combine
internal company data with external data from to
support operational credit decisions.

Special DivePort design workshops on Friday 11/6
Learn how to improve your dashboards and make your data work for you

Diver tips & tricks:
back-end
- Learn how Workbench
works for you
- Learn what’s new with
Spectre.
- DI Toolkit: learn how to
control your
implementation regarding
all involved files, fields,
pages, users, performance
and find all the relevant
statistics about your
environments.

FRIDAY
DESIGN
DAY
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Interactive sessions
16.30
appr.

17.00
CEST

Upgrade options

Version management

Performance optimization

Learn how to improve your business,
save a lot of time and get very happy
users by implementing Diver 7.1,
columnar database technology and
Measure Factory.

Version control keeps track of code
changes helping team members to
coordinate development and release
code in a controlled manner. Old
versions are stored for reference and
can be used as backup.

Diver Platform offers a lot of
functionality and configuration options
to optimize the performance of your
applications when you deal with very
large data sets or use complex
calculations in near real time.

In this session senior consultant Michiel
Souverijn from Dimensional Insight
Netherlands will explain how your
projects will benefit from using
different environments for
Development, Testing, and Production
using Workbench with git support.

In this presentation John Spillane from
DBI in Ireland will discuss some of the
factors that can be configured to
guarantee a fast performance in
displaying data in DivePort or ProDiver.

Jens Rundquist from Infotool Sweden
will show you the different features
and functions and explain how this will
help you to succeed.

How Health Intelligence can Maximise your Data Assets?
Manitex Q&A - UK and Ireland only
16.30
appr.

17.00
CEST

Is your Hospital or Health Care Organisation reasonably self-sufficient in your Health Intelligence needs? There are 3
aspects to this question:
-

Can you currently access all the information needed to support your job function or your departmental and
organisational objectives?
Can you get it in a timely manner when its needed?
Can you access it easily from whatever location you happen to be in without specialist technical assistance?

If the answer to any aspect of this question is “No” then Manitex can definitely help you. If you would like to discuss further
or have any questions from our earlier presentation, please join this session or contact marketing@manitex.ie and one our
specialists will be in touch.

Friday 11 June 2021 (Friday Design Day)
DivePort design workshops
10:00
CEST

15:00
CEST

On Friday 11th June as a follow up to the main event we will be hosting 2 additional design workshop sessions covering the
following topics:
-

DivePort design: how to create a logical navigation structure with clear hierarchy
DIUX: How to install the skin and how to use the DIUX style guide
Working with skins and HTML elements
Data visualization: which chart to use for which data?
Use of color and alerts

If you would like to improve your skills in this area, please don't miss this opportunity and join us at one of the 2 time slots.
Each session will last for 90 minutes with a short break.

Special DivePort design workshops on Friday 11/6
Learn how to improve your dashboards and make your data work for you

FRIDAY
DESIGN
DAY

